Applications:

- Medical
- Industrial
- Nuclear
- Military
- Wide public

Mechanical, electrical and electronical adaptations
- Wiring and integration
- New products design
- Compliance with current standards

Example of realization:
Industrial sector
- Driving machine panel with illuminated flush push buttons from Ø 30 mm range.

Example of realization:
Medical sector
- Control panels tailored for operating theaters, equipped with buttons and lights from the X30 square range Ø 22 mm range.

Examples of product adaptations
- Ø 22 mm range - standard switch
- Possible versions:
  - Specific operating mechanism
  - Electromagnetic Lock
  - Pneumatic adjustment
- Creation of new products
  - Bi-colour illuminated versions
- Integrated on metallic box for - Military Application

Mafelec manages your projects using assemblies of elements from its product lines, and simple or complex adaptations based on perfectly mastered technological development.